
The KCC Group guide to: 
Simplifying 
Specification

9 easy-to-follow steps to 
guarantee hassle-free project 
specification and scheduling.



Opening the doors to specifying 
outstanding buildings
During the specification and construction process multiple plans and documents for each product proposed 
are typically submitted to the client and planners for review. From a specifier’s perspective, this process is time 
consuming and tedious, so to help architects and contractors in their quest to specify and deliver outstanding 
buildings, KCC Group have streamlined the process of creating construction documents,  making it more efficient, 
accurate, and straightforward.

As a direct response to the shifting landscape of specification and a lack 
of integrated information that has plagued the industry for years, KCC 
Group have developed a unique specification and project scheduling 
solution that delivers clear, easy to follow, fully compliant ‘Design 
submittals’, ‘Project set submittals’ and ‘Technical submittals’, all 
from one single-source.

Known as KCC 360, it is a highly detailed, time-saving, and hassle 
free service that takes away stress, reduces client approval time 
and decreases your risk by giving you all the detail, plans, drawings, 
specifications, warranties, and certifications for every door, automation, 
access, hardware, riser door or wall system on your project.

A common feature of the design process is the need to review and 
approve plans prior to construction and a common challenge with this 
is that it can be difficult to get a clear picture of what is being specified 
in any given area, or to pick out specific areas of interest.

To combat this, our experts start by colour coding each element of 
your floor plans, highlighting the door, hardware and glazing areas 
and identifying the key parts of the access and automatics strategy to 
empower you with a clear picture of your project.

This provides our specifier clients with an easy to interpret visualisation 
of where the key elements of the project are located and helps them to 
determine if the plans need to be adjusted.

Following this, we produce a comprehensive breakdown of all the 
elements that make up your project. We do this by mapping out the 
individual components to produce a ‘Project Set Submittal’ and include 
the relevant colour coded keys from your floor plans, so that you can 
easily relate each element back to its location in the overall plan.

It is standard practice in the construction industry to produce multiple 
detailed documents for individual products. These are often sent to 
the client for review, along with a proposal, and this can take several 
iterations before the final document is agreed. 

At KCC we felt there was a better way of handling project specifications, 
so to save architects the time and hassle of multiple reviews and chasing 
of the client, we have developed a revolutionary 9 step, easy-to-follow 
process that is efficient, accurate and straightforward. 

Collating all the information into one single book, we bring together 
datasheets, specification text, certifications and warranties, for every 
component, every element, every set of your project.

As the old adage goes, “the difference between something good and 
something great is attention to detail”, that’s why we provide all the 
technical information in one place, for one review and approval, taking 
care of the detail, so you don’t have to.

Reduce your risk, speed up client approval time and 
get all the information you need for one review and 
one approval by following our 9 steps to hassle-free 
project specification and scheduling. 



1 Send us through your project 
information

Typically, project floorplans, elevations, door schedule & M&E floorplans 
are sent through to the KCC team from the architect or designer as part 
of the project specification process.

2 KCC specification experts review 
all documentation received

Our specification experts will review and analyse the floorplans and 
project information, mentally walking through the building like the user 
would to understand and design an appropriate access strategy and to 
see where we can assist or offer a solution relating to the automation, 
access, fire compartmentation, spatial design, hardware or ventilation 
requirements of the building.

3 Specific client requests are 
acknowledged

Once reviewed, our team also acknowledge any specific requests 
from the client and provide any required NBS specifications or 
specification text before progressing the project through the  
KCC 360 process.

4 Project-specific KCC 360 profile  
is created

The project is then created in 360 with a specific ID for ease of amends 
or reference down the line. The floorplans for each level of the building 
are uploaded to 360 individually as part of the collective project file.

A 9 step guide to  
hassle-free specification 

5 The specific requirements of each 
individual space are carefully  

 reviewed

Our specification experts have extensive experience in reviewing 
project drawings and floorplans and use their knowledge of different 
building types and their intended users to give consideration to 
specific functional or access requirements for each individual room in 
accordance to building regulations – for example, restricted access to 
a drug storage area in a hospital.

6 The most appropriate solutions 
are selected and presented in a  

 colour-coded floorplan

KCC Group have spent years collating and gathering all of our product 
data into a vast library and our specification experts draw from this 
extensive range of pre-built KCC “sets” (eg. timber, steel or glazed 
doorset with pre-determined group of products specially selected for 
specific door types and includes all necessary ironmongery, access 
control, automation and door specification if required) to identify the 
most appropriate solution for each opening in the building. This library 
of pre-existing sets can be filtered according to door type, material, 
size, fire resistance requirements, hardware requirements etc to select 
the optimal set for each. We then allocate appropriate sets to each 
opening within the building.

7 We’ll develop four submittal 
documents with all the information  

 you need to create detailed  
 strategies for your building

Our specification and scheduling experts produce four clear, easy 
to follow submittals to give you back all the information you need to 
create detailed strategies for your building. First, they’ll map out all the 
elements and components that make up your project in the Project Sets 
Submittal. Then they’ll create detailed isometric drawings showing 
exact set functionality in the Design Submittal, as well as detailed wiring 
schematics showing you the cable layout and specification for doors 
controlled by electronic devices in your building in the Commissioning 
Submittal. And finally, they’ll put together the Technical Submittal, 
including datasheets, specification text, certifications and warranties, 
for every component, every element, every set, of your project.

8 An extended ‘Technical submittal’ 
is produced

Our specification experts carefully work their way through each floor of 
the building, allocating sets to each opening. Upon completion they are 
able to produce a full technical submittal with all product information, 
specification text, warranties, fire certification, test evidence and 
declarations of performance for every door in your building.

9 You are supplied with a complete 
set of comprehensive documents  

 to support compliant specification

This comprehensive full project specification then goes back to 
the client for review and includes a project sets submittal, a design 
submittal, a commissioning submittal, an extended technical submittal 
and a colour-coded floorplan linking everything together for ease of 
reference and approval. This provides a crystal clear, easy to interpret 
visualisation of where the key elements of the project are located, and 
allows for you to easily distinguish between them. You’re empowered 
with a clear picture of your project, accelerating project reviews and 
helping to determine if the plans need to be adjusted.

Follow these 9 steps to receive your comprehensive pack with all the technical detail, plans, drawings, specifications, 
warranties, and certifications for every door, automation, access, hardware, and wall system on your project. We 
take care of the detail, so you don’t have to.



What is KCC 360?
At KCC, we focus on the detail. Nothing missed, everything carefully considered. We’ve built this way of working 
into building an intelligent, highly-detailed, project specification and project scheduling solution called KCC 
360. When you avail of this service, we provide you with a comprehensive project pack which includes colour 
coded floor plans and four submittal documents with all the detail, plans, drawings, specifications, warranties,  
and certifications for every element and component of your project.

Mastering the detail with KCC 360

Reduce design time, speed up your projects, and reduce your risk. We take your project floorplans and we give you back all the information you 
need to create detailed strategies for your building. One project pack with all the detail - allowing users to determine if the functions of that set 
match the exact requirements for that location in the building, reducing review time and ensuring all functionality is carefully considered. 

Technical Submittal: All the detail you need, put together 
by KCC. Datasheets, specification text, certifications 
and warranties, for every component, every element, 
every set, of your project. Nothing missed. All the 
technical information ready first time, for one review 
and approval. No need for multiple reviews and no need 
to chase the detail. We provide everything. Revit models 
are also available on request.

Your KCC 360 project pack includes:

Colour Coded Floor Plans: You will receive colour-coded floorplans 
identifying the key parts of the access strategy. This provides a crystal 
clear, easy to interpret visualisation of where the key elements of the 
project are located, and allows for you to easily distinguish between 
them. You’re empowered with a clear picture of your project, speeding 
project reviews and helping to determine if the plans need to be 
adjusted.

Project Sets Submittal: We map out all the elements 
and components that make up your project in the Project 
Sets Submittal. All sets and components include the 
relevant colour coded key from the floor plans, so that 
you can easily relate each element back to its location 
in the overall plan.

Sets and Components

SET KC0304.3 1 EX ALU L&H PSH/PLL DLOCK EK AUT FSPBPB - NFR
Catalogue No. Description Unit Qty

KA-ACC0112/SILBLK Rollersafe Finger Protection Guard 1940mm Each 1

KAD-
AUTO_DOOR_SIGN/WHT KCC Automatic Door Sign - Self Adhesive. Single Sided Each 2

KAD-EMDF-S_PUSH/SAA

Geze Low Energy / Fully Automatic Electromechanical 
Slimdrive Swing Door Operator for Single Leaf 'Push' Doors Inc. 
Mounting & Cover Plate and Push Arms to hEN1154 grade 
③⑧(⑥/④)①①⓪
 and Certifire CF860

Each 1

KAD-INSTALL KCC Installation of Automatic Door to EN16005 Each 1

KAD-
KEEP_CLEAR_SIGN/WHT KCC Keep Clear Sign - Self Adhesive. Single Sided Each 1

KAD-RC3S1/BLK KCC Raincover for use with BEA 4 SAFE Safety Sensor for 
Swinging & Revolving Doors 350mm Each 2

KAD-SAP4122/BLK BEA 4 SAFE Safety Sensor for Swinging & Revolving Doors 
350mm Each 1

KAD-SAP4123/BLK BEA 4 SAFE Safety Sensor for Swinging & Revolving Doors 
900mm Each 1

KEA-109840/BLK KCC Surface Mounted Architrave ABS Backbox Compatible with 
KEA-KS004 Keyswitch Each 1
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Sets and Components

SET KC1055.4 6 IN TBR SGL LVR BATH L - NSC ACC NFR
Catalogue No. Description Unit Qty

KA-9100/304/SSS KCC Grade 304 Stainless Steel Male Symbol Each 1

KA-9411/SSS KCC Projecting Coat Hook on Rose Each 1

KA-
9710R/316/2X150X900/SSS

KCC Modus Stainless Steel 316 Radius Corner Kicking Plate. 
2mm x 150mm x 900mm Each 2

KF-5312/SSS
KCC Solid Stainless Steel 316 19mm Unsprung Lever Handle 
c/w 5mm Concealed Ball Bearing Rose to BS EN1906:2012 
grade ④⑦─①⓪④⓪U

SET 1

KF-5351/SSS KCC Stainless Steel 316 Accessible Thumbturn & Release SET 1

KF-8252/SSS Modus™ Wall Mounted Door Stop Stainless Steel 316 Each 1

KH-7730R/316/SSS
Cooke Brothers Stainless Steel Maintenance Free Concealed 
Ball Bearing Butt Hinge c/w High Performance Bearings Grade 
14

Each 3

KL-1904RAR/SSS
KCC Heavy Duty Modular Bathroom Lock c/w Anti-Rattle 
Adjustable Strike Plate to hEN12209 grade ③X⑤①⓪F-B 
G②⓪ and Certifire CF5234

Each 1

Door No. Description Fire Rating Handing Floor Area Section

D-092 Staff Changing (Male) 0 Ground Floor Phase 2

D-093 Staff Changing (Male) 0 Ground Floor Phase 2
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BIM /BC(A)R 360 Project Sets Submittal

Project: TEMPORARY EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT - UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL 
GALWAY

Architect:

Cullen Payne Architects
56-58 Drury Street
Dublin 02

FAO: Cillian Gray

Main Contractor:

Submitted by Daniel Kilpatrick (087 144 3961) 
daniel.kilpatrick@thekccgroup.com

Submission Date: 14/01/2022

Submittal Ref: DU2104030 Rev 2

BIM / BC(A)R 360
Set Index Key & Allocated Doors

Key* Category Set No. Set Description Doors Allocated

1 AUTOMATIC 
DOOR PACK

SET 
KC0304.3

EX ALU L&H PSH/PLL DLOCK EK 
AUT FSPBPB - NFR

DE-006 Resuscitation

No. of Sets: 1

2 AUTOMATIC 
DOOR PACK

SET 
KC0404.3

EX ALU DBL PSH/PLL DLOCK EK 
AUT FSPBPB - NFR

DE-011 Interdepartmental Entrance

No. of Sets: 1

3 ELECTRO FREE 
SWING PACK

SET 
KC1037.3

IN TBR SGL LVR SLOCK EK CLR 
EMFS FD30

D-032 Comms Room

No. of Sets: 1

4 ELECTRO FREE 
SWING PACK

SET 
KC1037.4

IN TBR SGL LVR SLOCK EK CLR 
EMFS FD30

D-033 Pantry, D-090 Cleaners' Room

No. of Sets: 2

5 INTERNAL 
IRONMONGERY 
PACK

SET 
KC1055.3

IN TBR SGL LVR BATH L - NSC ACC 
NFR

D-095 Staff Changing (Female), D-096 Staff Changing 
(Female)

No. of Sets: 2

6 INTERNAL 
IRONMONGERY 
PACK

SET 
KC1055.4

IN TBR SGL LVR BATH L - NSC ACC 
NFR

D-092 Staff Changing (Male), D-093 Staff Changing (Male)

No. of Sets: 2

7 INTERNAL 
IRONMONGERY 
PACK

SET 
KC1056.3

IN TBR SGL LVR BATH L - CLR USEX 
NFR

D-003 W.C.

No. of Sets: 1

8 INTERNAL 
IRONMONGERY 
PACK

SET 
KC1062.3

IN TBR SGL LVR BATH L - NSC ACC 
USEX NFR

D-082 En-suite

No. of Sets: 1

9 INTERNAL 
IRONMONGERY 
PACK

SET 
KC1066.3

IN TBR SGL LVR BATH L - NSC ACC 
USEX NFR

D-060 Accessible W.C., D-072 Accessible W.C.

No. of Sets: 2

10 INTERNAL 
IRONMONGERY 
PACK

SET 
KC1090.3

IN TBR SGL LVR BATH L - CLR USEX 
WCSH NFR

D-091 Staff Changing (Male), D-094 Staff Changing 
(Female)

No. of Sets: 2

11 INTERNAL 
IRONMONGERY 
PACK

SET 
KC1093.3

IN TBR SGL LVR BATH L - CLR BABY 
NFR

D-004 Accessible W.C., D-006 Accessible W.C.

No. of Sets: 2

12 INTERNAL 
IRONMONGERY 
PACK

SET 
KC1096.3

IN TBR SGL LVR BATH L - NSC ACC 
MALE NFR

D-013 Accessible W.C., D-046 Accessible W.C.

No. of Sets: 2

13 INTERNAL 
IRONMONGERY 
PACK

SET 
KC1096.4

IN TBR SGL LVR BATH L - NSC ACC 
MALE NFR

D-022 Accessible W.C.

No. of Sets: 1

14 INTERNAL 
IRONMONGERY 
PACK

SET 
KC1109.3

IN TBR SGL LVR ESC. SLOCK ES CLR 
- NFR

D-037 Interview

No. of Sets: 1
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* This index is also shown on our KCC 360 marked up floor plans TEMPORARY EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT - UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL GALWAY

Design & Commissioning submittals: Our experts create  
detailed isometric drawings for each set, clearly showing the 
specific functionality of every element. They’ll also create detailed 
wiring schematics showing the cable layout and specification 
for doors controlled by electronic devices in your building. Each 
drawing is also mapped back to its colour coded key from the 

floor plan, highlighting the planned location of the element in  
the building. Together, the colour coded drawing and the 
functionality overview allows you to determine if the functions 
of that set match the exact requirements for that location in 
the building, speeding reviews and ensuring all functionality is 
carefully considered.

© This document is the property of KCC Group. Copyright is reserved by them, and the schematic is issued on the condition that it is not copied, 
reproduced or retained by, nor disclosed to an unauthorised person either wholly or in part, without the consent in writing from KCC Group. For the 
purpose of continual development KCC reserves this right to change specification without notice. E & OE

The components illustrated are generic and are not necessarily representative of the style or actual dimensions of the components. Please refer to our schedule & datasheets for style, dimensional details & technical 
characteristics. The precise location of components is the responsibility of the Design Team and the Installer. 

KCC 360 Wiring Schematics

⑥

①

⑨

⑩

②

⑦

④

1 x ❷

1 x ❺

⑮
⑯

Set KC2830S-AC2270
Last Amended 18/04/2020: PUBLISHED

1 x ❺

⑧

Inward Opening Illustrated - Z&L Bracket

Floor Mounted Door Stop
Break Glass Unit
Push to Exit Button
Power Supply Unit (Door Closer)
Automatic Fire Door Keep Clear Sign
Fire Alarm Interface (by others)
Unswitched 240V Fused Spur (by others)
Intumescent Fire Seal**

⑩
⑪
⑫
⑬
⑭
⑮
⑯
⑰

Set Contents
Hinges
Access Control Controller c/w PSU
Proximity Reader
Electro Magnetic Lock c/w Z&L Bracket
Electro Magnetic Lock Armature Plate*
Electro Mechanical HO/SF Door Closer
Pull Handle
Finger Plate
Kicking Plate

①
②
③
④
⑤
⑥
⑦
⑧
⑨

⑪⑫

Cabling Legend
1 x CAT5
8 Core Alarm Cable
8 Core Beldon Cable 9538
2 pr Beldon Cable 8723
1 mm 2 Core Flex
By Others
1 mm 3 Core Flex

❶
❷
❸
❹
❺
❻

③

1 x ❸

Outward Opening - No Bracket Required

⑬

1 x ❻1 x ❻

Network In 1 x ❹

Network Out 1 x ❹

FD60

Intumescent Fire & Smoke Seal**
Intumescent Hingeplate Protector*

*Not illustrated
**Not illustrated & provided by others 

⑱
⑲

⑭

⑯
⑮

© This document is the property of KCC Group. Copyright is reserved by them, and the schematic is issued on the condition that it is not copied, 
reproduced or retained by, nor disclosed to an unauthorised person either wholly or in part, without the consent in writing from KCC Group. For the 
purpose of continual development KCC reserves this right to change specification without notice. E & OE

The components illustrated are generic and are not necessarily representative of the style or actual dimensions of the components. Please refer to our schedule & datasheets for style, dimensional details & technical 
characteristics. The precise location of components is the responsibility of the Design Team and the Installer. 

KCC 360 Wiring Schematics

⑤

⑦

⑥

⑧

Set KC0404 PULL
Last Amended 28/09/2020: PUBLISHED

NFR

Keyswitch
Automatic Door Signs 
Keep Clear Signs
Weather Bar (by others)
Fire Alarm Interface (by others)
Unswitched 240V Fused Spur (by others)

*Not illustrated

⑩
⑪
⑫
⑬
⑭
⑮

Set Contents
Hinges (by others)
Deadlock* (by others)
Flush bolt* (by others)
Cylinder Lock
Swing Door Operator 
Pull Handles
Roller Finger Guard Blind
Safety Sensor c/w Rain Cover
Press to Open Pushpad

①
②
③
④
⑤
⑥
⑦
⑧
⑨

⑨⑩

Cabling Legend
1 x CAT5
8 Core Alarm Cable
8 Core Beldon Cable 9538
2 pr Beldon Cable 8723
1 mm 2 Core Flex
By Others
1 mm 3 Core Flex

❶
❷
❸
❹
❺
❻

⑨

⑪

④

⑫

①

1 x ❷

1 x ❷

⑬

1 x ❷

⑮
⑭
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Interested in KCC 360 
for your next project?

Dublin  |  Cork  |  Belfast  |  Dubai
E. solutions@thekccgroup.com
W. thekccgroup.com


